Abstract. A commutant 21e and bicommutant 3lcc of an unbounded operator algebra 31 called a # -algebra are defined. The first purpose of this paper is to investigate whether the bicommutant 31" of a #-algebra 31 is an E W * -algebra, as defined in [6], or not. The second purpose is to investigate the relation between 3lcc and topologies on a #-algebra 31.
In this paper let 25 be a pre-Hilbert space with an inner product ( | ) and b the completion of 25. Let £(25) denote the set of all linear operators on 25 and £*(25) the set [A E 6(25); ,4*2) c 2)}. Every element A of £* (2)) is a closable operator on h with the domain 25. For each A E £*(25), putting A * = A */25 (the restriction of A * onto 2)), the map A -» A * is an involution on £*(25) and £*(25) is an algebra of operators on 2) with the involution #.
If 31 is a #-subalgebra of £*(25), then it is called a # -algebra on 25. In particular, £*(25) is called a maximal #-algebra on 2). We denote by S the smallest closed extension of S E 31 and by 21 the set [S; S E 31). We set 3I6 = [A E3IM E«(b)}, where $ (b) denotes the set of all bounded linear operators on b, and call it the bounded part of 31. A # -algebra 31 is called pure if 31 =£ 3lÄ. A #-algebra 31 on 2) is said to be symmetric if 3Í has an identity operator / and (I + A *A)'X E 3Ifr for all A_E 3L_A symmetric #-algebra 3t on 2) is called an EW*-algebra on 2) over %b if 3I6 is a von Neumann algebra.
A #-algebra 31 on 2) is said to be closed (resp. selfadjoint) if
2)= f) ^(Â) (resp. 25= Pi ^(A*)).
It is easy to show that if 31 is a selfadjoint #-algebra on 2) then it is closed. By [6, Proposition 2.6], if 31 is a closed symmetric #-algebra, then it is selfadjoint. In [6] we defined the commutant 31' of a #-algebra 31 on 25 as follows:
31' = {C E %(b); (CAÍU) = (aM#T,) for all A E2Iand£, tj E25J. In this paper let <$ be an unbounded Hilbert algebra over ^ and hX^n) the completion of ^g. For the basic definitions and facts of unbounded Hilbert algebras the reader is referred to [7] , [8] . Let %(%) (resp. %(%)) be the left (resp. right) von Neumann algebra of the Hilbert algebra öDq. Let 7T0 (resp. 770) be the left (resp. right) regular representation of ^ and 4>0 (resp. <¡>'Q) the natural trace on %(%)+ (resp. %(%)+). For each x G h(%) we define 770(x) and 7T0(x) by w^xK-^fâx, 7r'0(x)t = ^)x (te%).
Then 7r0(x) and 770(x) are linear operators on hC^o) with domain ^ and M**) = *o(*)*. 77¿(x*)= tt'0(x)*. Putting (6D0)6 = {x G b(öD0); 7T0(x) G $ (hC^o))}' (^o)* is a Hubert algebra containing ^ and is called the maximal Hilbert algebra of tf)0 in h/^n).
Let 5D? (resp. 2J?+) be the set of all measurable (resp. positive measurable)
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We define L"-spaces with respect to </>0 and ^ as follows:
respectively. By [7, Theorem 3.9] Lji^o) is maximal among unbounded Hilbert algebras containing tf)0 and is called the maximal unbounded Hilbert algebra of ^q. Let m2 (resp. (n')2) be the left (resp. right) regular representation (i.e., n%{x)y = xy, (tr')^(x)y = yx, x,y E L%{%)) of L%{%). We set %(%)/LU%) = {T/LU%); T E %(%)},
Then *?(<$), (tt')?^), %,(<$")/¿S^o) and %{%)/L2(%) are #-algebras on L^öDq). We denote by <&{<%) (resp. Tt^)) a #-algebra on L^^o) generated by 77^^) and %0(ÖD0)/L2°(6D0) (resp. Or')?^) and
is an £^*-algebra on L%{%) over tTÍ0(6D0) (resp. %(%)) and is called the left (resp. right) £H/#-algebra of Theorem 1. Suppose that bC^o) is not a Hilbert algebra, i.e., b^o) ¥= C^o)*-77ie«:
(1) tt^(%)c is a pure EW*-algebra on L%(%) over %(%) such that wU%Y= {^e £#(L2"(öD0)); fv%(%)} D ^(LU%)); is pure and it follows that w2(%y is pure.
(2) This is proved in the same way as (1).
Corollary. If6!) is pure, then and Furthermore, w^C^o)0 (resp. ir2 (^q)^) ** maximal among EW#-algebras on L?(%) over %(%) (resp. %>(%)).
We call ^(%)cc (resp. w%(%)c) the maximal left (resp. right) EW#-algebra of % and denote it by ^l'(%) (resP-W(%))-Proposition 2. Let Tl((¡>0) (resp. Wl(<¡>'0)) be the set of all <¡>0-measurable (resp. ^-measurable) operators. Then: (1) HL2(%)) = {A G Z*(LÎ(%))\Â G 3DÎ(<p0)}; (2) ^{Lu2(%)) ={TE £#(L2"(öD0)); f G 2tt(>¿)}.
Proof. (1) Suppose that A G £#(L£(ÖD0)) and Ä G 3JÎ(<i>0). Let J = U\Ä\
be the polar decomposition of A and |/1| = /" X dE(X) the spectral resolution of |/1|. Since /I is 4>0-measurable, |/4| is (£0-measurable, and it follows that E(X0)±:= I -E(Xq) G ir" ((^o)^) f°r some ^o > 0, i.e., there exists an element ex¡¡ of (%)b such that E(X0)± =Tt2(eXo). Putting
M| = \A\/L%(%), A0 = [/Oo A dE(X)]/Lt(%) and t/0 = U/L?(%), \A\ G £#(L2"(6D0)
) and /10, U0 G ^(^oV^o). Furthermore, , A = U0\A\= UoA0 + tt»2(U0\AK) G %>(%)/L»2(%) + 7r2"(L2"(*D0)).
Hence, ^ G <?L(L£(<$")). Thus, {/l G £*(L%(%)); Ä E 3R(4>0)} c %(L2 C^g)). The reverse inclusion is obvious.
Theorem 2. // % has an identity or b(%) is separable, then GMf(%) =
<&(L?(%)) and W(%) = ^(L^(%)).
Proof. If ty0 has an identity, then this is easily proved. Suppose that b(<>¡)0) is separable. P. G. Dixon [4, Theorem 5.3] has proved that each .EW^-algebra 21 over a von Neumann algebra 3I¿ is contained in the algebra Tl(Hh) of all measurable operators with respect to 31,,. From Theorem 1, <Dllc/(öD0) is an £lf*-algebra over %(%). Hence, GJl'(%)c:Tl(%)(%)). Suppose that A E 911'(^o). Let A = U\A\ be the polar decomposition of A and \A\ = f™X dE(X) the spectral resolution of \A\. Since A is measurable, E0:= E(X0)± is a finite projection for some Xq > 0 and it follows that elL0(6í>0)E01S a finite von Neumann algebra. Furthermore, since hC^o) is separable, ^(^o)^ is a-finite. From [3, §6, Proposition 9], there exists a faithful normal finite trace Xo on <^i0(6i)0)ß and it follows that there exists an isomorphism ¥ of %)(6Ù0)e0 onto a standard von Neumann algebra 310 such that Xo(^) = X(*(T)) for every T E %(%)eo, where x denotes the natural trace on 31[ 3, §6, Theorem 2]. We set (ft)Ho(7/) = ft(7/s0), TE%(%)+Eo.
Then it is easily proved that (ft)£ is a faithful normal semifinite trace on c^L0(óI'o)£. Hence, from [3, §6, Theorem 2] there exists an isomorphism Í» of %)(6!)o)E onto a standard von Neumann algebra 930 such that (ft)£(r) = <b(®(T)) for every T E ^(^o)^, where <b denotes the natural trace on %¿. Then the standard von Neumann algebras 3l0 and 390 are isomorphic. From [3, §6, Theorem 4] 3I0 and 930 are spatially isomorphic. Since x(T) < oo for all T E 3l0+, <b(T) < oo for all T E 330+. Hence, ft/f^A,,)-1) = <K$(/)) < oo.
Thus we can show that if S is measurable with respect to ^(^q) then S is ft-measurable. Hence, Theorem 2 follows from Proposition 2.
Next we shall investigate the relation between the commutants 3IC, 3tcc of a #-algebra 31 on 2) and topologies on 31. Corollary.
<?M!{%) and 9ly(%) are closed in S,*{L%{%)) under the weak topology. Corollary.
(1) ^M!(%) equals the weak closure of^(%) in £#(L2J(6D0)). (2) // % has an identity or b(%) is separable, then %(L2 (%)) equals the weak closure of ■*%(%) in t#(L^(%)).
